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pH and Electrochemistry

Meter Accessories

Benchtop Meter Accessories

Increase your productivity by adding accessories to your benchtop or portable meter.

Complement your benchtop meter with key accessories
that make you more productive.

Stirrer Probes

Uniformly mix solutions using five selectable

stirring speeds with the meter-controlled Orion

Star stirrer probe. Designed to be easily

positioned and quickly rinsed between

samples. The stirrer probe is included with

benchtop electrode stands.

Our premium Versa Star benchtop meters can

stir two probes simultaneously, so you can

measure your samples faster.

Meter-Attached Electrode Stand

Included with every Orion Star A and Versa

Star Benchtop meter, the electrode stand

holds a variety of sensors for easy placement

in and out of samples, as well as consolidated

rinsing between samples.

Benchtop Meter Accessories

Cat. No. Description

096019 Orion Star stirrer probe

STARA-BEA Orion Star A and Versa Star benchtop meter-attached electrode

stand, includes electrode arm, holder and meter bracket

1010006 Orion Star series inkjet printer, 110V/220V, with RS232 printer cable

1010003 Universal power adapter for Star A series meters

STARA-PWR Universal power adapter for Versa Star meters

IQOQ-VSTAR Versa Star meter IQ/OQ documentation, valid for all

Versa Star configurations

IQOQ-STARA Star A series meter IQ/OQ documentation, valid for all Star A210

series benchtop meters
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Portable Meter Accessories

Reliable protection and easy organisation for your portable meter.

Portable Meter Armour

Because anything can happen in the field, add

extra protection with durable portable meter

armour.

Included with all Orion Star A portable meter

kits, the armor features dedicated holders for

pH, conductivity and dissolved oxygen

sensors. An adjustable wrist/belt strap can

secure the meter to fixtures such as pipes, or

converts into a built-in meter stand.

Hard-sided Field Case

Our field case is specially designed to

efficiently transport everything you need for

field measurements. Sensors can stay

connected with the meter while in the case. A

removable door makes it easy to use the cable

management system.

The field case, which is included with all Orion

Star A portable meter kits, helps you stay

organised while protecting your

instrumentation

Portable Meter Accessories

Cat. No. Description

STARA-AR Orion Star A portable meter armour with pH electrode holder,

conductivity and DO sensor holder, stand and adjustable hand-strap

STARA-CS Orion Star A portable meter hard-sided field case

1010006 Orion Star series inkjet printer, 110V/220V, with RS232 printer cable

1010003 Universal power adapter for Star A series meters

IQOQ-STARA Star A series meter IQ/OQ documentation, valid for all Star A320 and

Star A220 series portable meters


